
the	amazing	site	that	is

This is a talk I did to Internet Archive Staff about the Open Library project.



quick	backgrounder

This is just a bulleted point list of things that Open Library is known for. I've been working with them on and off since 2007 but as an employee since 
2014.



This is our tagline.



me

I am not the project manager, I am mostly just a worker bee but I am the one person at IA who solely does OL and understands the entire project at a 
decent level.



Open Library is a nice looking site. The Internet Archive site is too, since the makeover, but this wasn't always true.



We get a lot of traffic. 300,000 unique IPs per day 3-4000 loans per day.



This is sort of a joke slide since when you search Harry Potter you will find the JK Rowling books but also a lot of stuff like this. We have over a million free 
ebooks available to lend.



We use authority control for authors which means each Author has a unique ID in our database and we don't have like seventy entries for various spellings 
of their names (ideally, some of our data is not the cleanest, but we fix it when we see it)



We also have the code available on GitHub and an API people can mess around with. I don't know the nitty gritty about this stuff but I loosely understand 
how it works.



It's also basically a wiki so users can add AND edit our records. Not all the information can be changed by users, but most of it can.



So, let's go backwards in the story a little…



some	history

and talk about where it came from, sort of



If you're not familiar with the Internet Archive you may know our main popular tool the Wayback Machine. Archived websites going back to the birth of the 
web. A very cool tool.



1966
1960

The Abortion is a book by Richard Brautigan (only sort of about an Abortion) that was written in 1966. It's fiction and had the idea of a library in the heart 
of San Francisco that was open 24 hours and anyone who wrote a book could bring it there and put it on the shelf and make it available to others. It's the 
book that made me want to be a librarian, at THAT library. This is Brewster, he was born in 1960. The Internet Archive, also in San Francisco is the closest 
thing we have to a real version of the Brautigan Library.



February	2007
Back in Febrary 2007 there was a meeting at the Archive to talk about this idea. You may recognize some faces, notably Aaron Swartz who was really 
jazzed about this idea.



He wrote about it on his blog and this meeting was a get-to-know-you meeting to talk about making it a reality.



With some funding and some hard work there was a beta version of it that launched in 2005. Mostly just pointing to classic books and letting people 
browse them with the BookReader which was a completely amazing way to interact with books online at the time.



With some more funding and some coding, the site transformed into something where people could interact with a lot of books that were organized in a 
structured way. This is 2008.



By 2010 the site was more or less in its final form.



… and looked more or less like it does today with the carousels and the lending library where people could not only read books but BORROW them.



At the time, the plan was that brick and mortar libraries would join. They'd share content with us and we'd share content with them. There is some cruft. 
The libraries program specifically had libraries register and then OL was available specifically to their IP range. They'd send us a book as "registration"



In 2011 this was big news. Brewster and the IA team had made inroads at every state library in the country and this gave IA the freedom to open up 
lending to all the US states, removing the IP restrictions. Later the books became lendable to anyone in the world.



librarianship

And it's not just a big file cabinet of books, there is librarianship going on there.



I talked earlier about authority control, this works well and means that there's also one page on OL for every author.



We have subject headings though they are looser than just DDC or LCSH. There are facets that you can explore by, time, language, locations.



The Marc records are accessible individually or via bulk downloading from the Archive.



We also have pages for publishers which is good news bad news since especially for older publishers, our page on OL shows up higher than other listings 
for the publisher, causing a lot of weird emails.



works	vs.	ediAons

While there is a page for every book, we also link editions of a book to the book's master page.



If you look at a page for a specific edition, there are links where you can go buy the thing (if you are impatient) or find it other places. The link to the 
Internet Archive record is the important thing that makes a book readable or lendable. The digital content itself is at the Archive.



basic	mechanics

So here's how a loan works, in a general loose sense.



We get records from a lot of places. We do a lot of book scanning. We have a legit reason which is scanning for print disabled which is a legit reason to 
"format shift" titles.



Users	can…

• Read	and	Borrow	

• Waitlist	items	

• Add	or	Edit	data	incl.	
covers	

• Make	lists	

• Interact	with	API

User can do a bunch of things with these records.



People using Open Library have lending options. DAISY users need a special key which they get from NLB (which is complicated, NLB disavows knowledge 
of that, we'd like to fix that) which open these books on a BARD reader. We do not have audio books, just DAISY ones.



When you say you'd like to borrow a book, you go to this page. The PDFs are direct scans. The EPUBs are the automatically generated files. They are okay 
but when they say "may contain errors" they mean "definitely contain errors" for items with a lot of images or formatting.



DRM

The PDFs and EPUBs use DRM to enforce the lending criteria



FREE $.08 $.08

Reading in our browser costs us nothing. The DRM licenses have a small cost associated with them.



ours not	ours

The DRMed licenses are regulated through an Adobe License server which I don't know much about.



The ebook reader environment is a mess. Many ebook readers interact with Adobe's DRM but they don't all have the same featuresets even though they 
promise users the moon. It's not optimal for our users but it does give them options.



The rules are really simple. And they are enforced via software.



Users can also make lists to keep track of things like books they've read since we don't keep that information about users.



We can track what people are doing within the system which is fun to watch sometimes.



We don't really talk about "The C Word" and I won't here either.



the	back	end

From an admin perspective, the tools are pretty good.



We can see who has borrowed a book, how long they've had it, whether there's a waitlist and the status of all the past loans for a subject.



We can look at a user's page and see what they have on hold, how long they've been with us and what edits they've made.



keeping	Open	Library	running

There are a lot of parts that go into keeping OpenLibrary up and running.



I work with a team of staff (top row) and volunteers (bottom row) who all do small parts of keeping thigns working. I'm in the lead email support person, 
mainly, but I also do a lot of volunteer coordination.



We have a slack channel (one for staff and one for communication with volunteers) where we do our day to day communication



Our help pages are also wiki-editable by staff so we can alert users when there is downtime or an outage or when we've found a bug. We keep them pretty 
current.



And users email us, a lot. Every page on OL has a little flag in the bottom that encourages users to contact us if there is an issue.



We answer between 500 and 700 emails most months and circulate about 100,000 items. You can see how our email load breaks down.



We also keep track of bugs in Jira.



And there are a few mailing lists which are low traffic but have user-helping-user levels of discussion.



tech	challenges
• Search	-	keeping	index	

fresh,	loan	status	correct,	
fixing	bugs	

• Data	-	clean	&	updated	
metadata,	records	ingesFon,	
user	contributed	content	

• Alerts	-	response	system	for	
updates	and	outages	

• Process	for	repair	and	
updates	-	geHng	from	Jira	
to	done

We do have some challenges and things we wish were working better. These are the tech challenges.



human	challenges

• SeHng	expectaFons	of	
users,	devs,	staff,	
volunteers	

• Harmony	with	IA	lending	

• Building	a	community	of	
users	and	contributors	

• Managing	a	shared	inbox

And some of the challenges are just working with other people and getting things smoothly functioning.



The more we get out and about the more great tools can be built with the mass of content we've made available. Here is my favorite thing, a Flickr 
photoset of 5,000,000 images that came form public domain books. Free for the using.



Thanks for reading this far. Feel free to contact me if you have questions.


